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the kentucky
bourbon festival

I look at her, and attempt to
Extend out cloud arms through the
glass.
I try to fold around her like a fog,
To hug in the hope she’s losing.
I let her inhale me in, like particles of
mist,
So I can tell her,
You are holy.

rebekah daniel

I’m in the front seat pressing both feet
Into a Chevrolet’s dented dash and
We are slinking closer to the crowd
Filled with dark beer and bourbon,
Gyros with blue cheese, and chili fries,
And where a live blues band tricks
them
Into swaying their hips, side to side.
But that’s not the one I hear.
We slow to a stop at a red
And a blinking orange man to says
Walk,
And to my right is a brick clinic that’s
Swarmed with collared shirts, pale skin,
and a vengeful god.
I hear the roar of packed hot bodies
through
Red and blue bull horns
That shriek Killer and Fire of Hell,
At a woman who is pushing through
Signs that drip blood, and burn with
flames that
Create fumes, and can make clean
lungs cough.
Blurred faces catapult spit, and holy
curses kick her cheek,
While men with patched badges push
back,
And shield her from the throngs of
white smoke.
But it’s not enough, so
I still see her tears that crumble her
face in.

I look at her, and she is my sister at
eight,
Stung by the girls from school,
Who heard my mother’s cracked voice
say,
Let’s pray for them.
She is me at thirteen, caught up by the
ceiling,
Just to scream at God through a vent,
To wish tears would fall upwards
To touch His cheek too.
I look at her and I want to say,
God is the sand on a one day beach
trip,
So when you think you leave Him,
He stays,
In the shoes that squish with every
step,
In the grain of tear ducts, and fiber of
rubber hair bands,
That bend so far you wonder how they
don’t break,
On the dash and floor boards of S 10
Fords,
In the way sea and sand cling to your
skin.

Holy like the way God’s front porch of
his summer home is my own,
Holy like the way my sister’s hair flows
perfectly curved behind her ear,
Holy like how the best swings always
creak loud over Eddie’s slide guitar,
Holy like the smell of fresh oil paint at
French Quarter,
Holy like the sound of my father’s
smile, when my daughter blows spit
bubbles,
Holy like how lightning storms are seen
better with bitter red wine,
So I think, this is power,
While I feel drops of rain leaking from
under a holey porch.

I need to tell her,
But, please, forgive me, I don’t.
Because when the light flips to green,
My mother’s foot pushes a pedal
down,
And we soar towards the crowd
With graffiti tshirts, dough that drips in
chocolate
And sugar dust,
And rings that wrap around lips that
ask,
Hey do you have a lighter?
They belong to a man
That wants to start a fire between his
ribs
On purpose,
And I want to swipe the cigarette away
That is squished between his
Upper and lower lip,
And shout that
Three miles away,
There is a woman
Suffocating by smoke,
And being probed by a tube
That will suck the life out of her.
But, please,
Forgive me,
I don’t.
I give a man with a pony tail
The ten dollars that
Crinkled in my jeans pocket,
For a burger with too much mayonnaise,
And wipe away its grease that has
Slid past my lips,
And bubbles over on my chin,
Instead.
And still, I call myself holy.
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seven letters

robert simoneau
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29732

Renee Holliday
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07
47 tallies

lucy gardner

In the summers, the garage my father
calls his shop envelops me in its
concrete refuge. An old pickup truck
rests inside that has his tool box and
ladders strapped to it, and the tailgate
has a soft dip in the place I always
sit. Today my feet dangle from the
tailgate, and Aerosmith screeches
“Rag Doll” through the radio.
“What you always doin’ in here, girl?”
sneers Tattoo Man as he hobbles
through the doorway toting a ladder
and caulk gun. I’m always girl to
Tattoo Man; my brother, always Liam.
“Nothin,” I say.
He grins and I look away. Disfigured
and stained from years of smoking
and biting bottle caps off, his teeth
trigger my gag reflex. Every year, I
notice there are one or two more
missing.
He starts stacking bathroom tiles in
a box for his next job with my father.
And he makes a point to drop a
“goddamn,” “shit,” or “fuck” every time
he fumbles and cracks one. Which is a
lot. My mom would say, “He’s lit.”
But my father says Tattoo Man has
hands of gold. “Those hands craft
tilework as perfect as the Lord crafted
you,” he says.
He glances over to find me watching
him. I hold his stare this time. He grins.
I thank God for my toothbrush.
“Wanna see my new tattoo, girl?” He
packs the last tile in then saunters
over to me.

“It’s my 47th,” he says as he lifts his
sweaty shirt to reveal 47 tally marks
down the side of his rib cage, the one
on the end still inflamed from the
trauma of a dragged needle.
I say nothing.
When I asked him about the 40th a
few years back, he laughed and said
maybe he’d tell me when I was a
woman.
“Forty-seven,” he repeats.
I sit stiffly as he admires them, stroking
each black line with his thumb. After
a minute, he looks at me and says,
“You’re a weird girl, you know that?”
He glances at me without turning his
head. “Kind of like my own girl.”
I still say nothing. My father shouts
for Tattoo Man from outside the shop,
interrupting our staredown.
“Yeah, comin,’” he grunts back. He
strides out and I notice the radio lost
signal. Just me and the static now.
That night I brood over the Tattoo
Man and his 47 tallies. He’d given me
a window to ask this time. And I hadn’t
taken it.
I think about why people get tattoos.
I think about what could be tallied 47
times. And I think about what could
be tallied 47 times by him. Maybe
years lived. Beers guzzled in a day.
Wins at poker, at scratch offs, or at
dive- bar pinball. Records collected.
Children conceived. Children snatched
from sidewalks. Cars driven. Prayers
answered. Deer shot, fish caught, balls
hit, targets bullseyed. Men beaten.
Promises made. Tools stolen. Days
sober. Days pretended to be sober.
States wanted in. Pounds lost. Lies
told. Women loved, used, hit on, just
hit, or worse. Or maybe it’s how many
times he’s wished I was a woman.

domina naturae
julie hansard
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black skin
jason smith

I wear my ancestors’ burden skin,
Working cotton fields until day-on-end,
Sore bodies screaming, cramping limbs.
Tender is the bone slowly crumbling on its own,
Pressed against a scalding sun,
Smoldering burnt bodies on a field,
I wear weak skin.
Painted with bruises and open cuts,
The white man’s tail whips at us,
Telling tales from there on then of how I’ll never win.
My skin isn’t good enough,
They swear I ain’t smart enough.
They think I’m up to no good,
When I’m just chilling in the neighborhood.
They watch closely by,
at me the passerby, walking back to my crib.
Ha! They think I’m there to steal,
Because a nigga ain’t no good.
He suspicious. He a thug.
And this is how it is living in my burden skin.

finding comfort

carson carroll
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bowtie sunday
zac brackett

Tailored suits line the closet of the double wide
as Sunday morning rush comes to a close. The
bow tie threatens my neck as he bends down to
straighten it before we leave for church.
My father has just finished explaining
to me that I could not go out with Amanda
because I was only twelve and shouldn’t lose my
innocence so early. My jaw clenches as his hand
brushes my face when he finishes.
Just one more day, and we can all go
back to Mom’s.
He ushers us down the hallway that
creaks and smells of old linoleum. Outside, the
treehouse looks disheveled in the morning fog
as the 1990 Jeep Cherokee fails to start again.
“Let’s all pray,” my father says, putting
his head down onto the cracked steering wheel
that reeks of old grease and cigarettes.
My siblings and I bow our heads in
succession and chant in unison to the wonderful
creator of all things to make this ancient vehicle
start. It does.

serendipity in blue
katie karban
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That’s the power of prayer. It’s
definitely not just that it is cold and the engine
needed to heat up.
The ride to church is characterized by
the Farfield Four singing acapella Christian blues
that my father beebs and bops to all the way
while my three-year-old brother, Andrew, sticks
his finger into his nose and then onto my face,
laughing hysterically as I gag. Mackenzie, my
little sister, got shotgun today, which is typical
for Daddy’s little girl.

The choir belts out “I Surrender All”
as my father reaches the pulpit and
welcomes everyone to another blessed
day at Faith Baptist Church, where the
Holy Ghost moves every service.
It’s strange to me that the Holy Ghost
always seems to move right at the
climactic part of the service, every
service. My favorite services are the
ones where the Holy Ghost moves
so much that my father doesn’t even
preach.
Sunday morning service ends and the
bus services begin. Buses packed with
children, some barely old enough to
walk, most smelling like the underside
of a trash can. The children throng to
the church, thirsty for brainwashing,
shitty food, and candy. Candy that
helps them associate church with
rewards, candy that pumps them with
sugar before they get home to their
suffering mothers and drug addled
fathers. We all sit quietly through
another lesson about how we will all
go to hell if we don’t accept Jesus
Christ as our savior.
After all the children are back in their
trailer parks and ghettos, the busses
take us straight back to church where
shitty lasagna is shoved into our
mouths still too hot, burning my lips
and the tip of my tongue, but we
don’t have time. It’s 5:15, and church
starts at 6. In his hurry, Dad spills a
spot of lasagna on his pink and blue
tie, turning the pink to blood red that
swirls down into a pool of blue.

bowtie sunday
continued
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Soon after, I got a smack for not eating
my broccoli. Broccoli always made me
sick.
The six o’clock service comes too
quickly, and once again we are in
the second row behind Mrs. Grant
who emits the aroma of old cats
and caramel candies. She hands me
another piece, smiling through the
gaps in her teeth. I hate the caramels,
but take it anyway, slipping it to
Andrew who gobbles it down, drool
slipping from the corners of his mouth
as he smiles up in gratitude. He wants
to be held, and as he throws his arms
up at me I catch a glimpse of a purple
bruise right above where his diaper
begins. He has got to learn to just do
what Dad says. I pull on his diaper as
I lift him up to hide the purple green
hue that has attached itself to his skin.
“Please rise and turn in your hymnals
to page 255. Join us in singing ‘Jesus
Saves,’” the choir leader, Mr. Fox, raises
his hands as we all rise to our feet.
Have you heard the joyful sound?
The joyful sound of hundreds of
people with crack head kids and credit
card debt belting our lungs out for the
hope of a blessing from God.
Jesus saves! Jesus saves!
Saves from the monotony of everyday
life. Saves from the fear of everlasting
nothingness.
Spread the tidings all around,

The tidings that God will save us from
everlasting punishment that he put on
us in the first place.
Jesus saves! Jesus saves!
Jesus! Save me from the father who
beats the seven-year-old for not
saying thank you, who tried to hide the
porn late at night while mom lay crying
in the bed beside me, who missed
Andrew’s birth because he thought
that seeing a stripper grinding on him
would be better than witnessing the
birth of his own baby boy. Save us
all from the stench of cum on his big
office chair. Save us from the smiles
he gives the faithful followers, shaking
hands with the same right hand that
jacks off to another woman and slaps
the shit out of my face because I
forgot to pick up my toys before going
to bed.
I catch my father glaring down from
the pulpit, his head haloed by the choir
lights above. A scowl begins to form
on his face, and I realize that I am not
singing. My mouth begins to move as
the fear of that pristine black leather
belt forces my voice into the chorus.
A smile crosses his face, and he claps
his hands at Mrs. Grant who raises her
arms and shouts, “Jesus Saves! Jesus
Saves!”
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ceramic work 2
alexander waddell

End of the road
Late night long drives don’t want to get there
Breakfast at midnight then slept through three
alarms
World’s worst-for-you ice cream sundae
And worlds tightest hugs
End of the trail
Cold hands hooked arms wanna walk forever
Herd of three dogs and a deer hike with us
Waterfall and bear-cave and fallen logs
And tree leaf memories
End of the line
Moon shining through the window don’t want
to hang up
Watch the sunrise from a million miles and
almost an hour away
No voice just breath and you in third space
And whispered promises
End of the world
Kiss goodbye don’t want to let go
Two months between now and the next first day
Promise you’ll visit, what if you forget me
and I’m scared to be alone

end of the road

keelie mlay
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particle

olivia adams

black jesus

samuel carter
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tangibility
jami hodgins

Sometimes I don’t have enough hands
to do all the things my mind tells me I
should;
sometimes there are too many hands
reaching and gripping and pulling.
When I think about all the hands I’ve
touched
and all the hands that have touched me—
Those that were raised against me
in anger, clenched as fists,
groping at my pride.
Some hands have held mine,
but all of them have let go.
I can still feel the tips of their fingers
brushing against mine.

bulbous vase
eva gordon

And in the s p a c e s between my
own,
there is a pronounced bareness
akin to that which one might experience
after removing a ring
that’s been worn for eight years.
My hands have been stripped naked,
and when I wash them,
I think about the blood that was once on
them
and the inescapable germs that must have
clung to them and infected the masses I’ve
touched.
The three hands on the clock indicate
seconds, minutes, hours,
slipping out of my reach.
And my hands are empty,
so I lift them up
and try to catch the rain,
wondering if it falls or jumps.
The world reaches back
and asks me to dance.
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autumn last

owen medgyesy
Polaris,
Feet of pruned pansies,
Whose face melts waxed leaves.
In a brightened room
Where we lie windowing a thousand lives.
O Star,
Pulling at locked wetted buds,
It is the sill from which I reach.

schluuurp II
ariana williams
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scoop and pour
vicki branagan
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editors’ picks
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editor-in-chief’s choice

wanting to remember
rebekah daniel

Katherine, still keeping mom squished up against
the wall, shouts at you to get your clothes together,
and you listen to her because, after all, she is older
than you, and because what happened just five
minutes ago you know in the pit of you wasn’t
right. You spent most of your time in other worlds
written for you during your time at your mother’s
apartment. Lying on the fold out couch reading lost
its thrill after the first month and you got tired of
folding, making, re-folding again. But today, you
slid noiselessly across the dingy carpet into your
mother’s red room. Crimson lipstick, rose blush,
scarlet and gold comforter with strings that could
be pulled, that you did pull- maybe that’s what
made her spark flames and fume. No, while you
pulled the golden strings you asked a question you
shouldn’t have, that you had known before to steer,
swerve away from. But you asked. Something you
don’t even remember now. She puffed up, swelled,
and then spouted out thick clay at your feet. Her
face a blown up red balloon that never popped
but you still felt the sting and the heat. “What the
fuck did you just say to me?” She cursed you, and
threats flew into your face, just as close as hers was.
Nose to nose and you thought to yourself this time,
she might just do it.

She might hit you. You curled yourself up on the
edge waiting for it. But then your red swollen mom
was thrown across the room up and against the
bedroom wall, your sister’s hands gripped the pink
shoulders pinned and she yelled don’t you ever
touch her again
Did she touch you? Don’t you vaguely remember
the brick grip squeeze on your arms? Ten years
later your sister will tell you that your Mother had
picked you up, and shoved you against her tall
dresser. Don’t you remember the golden handles
now that stabbed you in the back? Feel how the
wood gave you whip lash at the nap of your neck?
Didn’t it leave a bruise? It’s like a clip had been
cut out where there is nothing. You go from being
pinned up against the dresser, to the hallway,
looking into the room where your sister has
detained the threat, threatening to call the police.
Two light bags in your hand, a book in the other,
and you’re ready to leave when the sobs and sorrys
begin. Why did you buy it? Was it your age that
provided too much fairytale hope? She brings you
both into a tight wet hug and you feel your sister’s
stiff body next to yours, that gives in, yearning,
wanting to accept it.
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assistant editor’s choice

the wayward boy

anthony “moses” boyd
Young Man, Young Man
Scarred and Sun scratched.
Seized in tantrum.
Babylon has stained your clothes.
Your loafers tracking brimstone from the hell soaked streets
tell tales of Sodom
Hallowed heart.
No God in your grin.
Tell me,
when was the last time the bible has seen your face?
When was the last time you tasted prayer?
Rusted images of
Love gained through liquor drenched hallways always haunt
your cerebral.
Never has it satisfied the pulse of your purpose
Never has it replaced the Hug of your father,
Tell me
Do you miss him?
The way his old soul reminded you of the sanctity of family
The way he filled every nook & cranny of your home
The way his footsteps pounded like heartbeats against the
hardwood,
Singing ev’ry morning, putting a shiver in the spines of
demons & those who drool over the dream to see you gravel
at the devil’s doorstep

29

Naive
Believing he could wake you from your nightmare
He only wants to water your wounds.
Young Man
Don’t you remember your father’s house?
Can you remember your mother?
How she would, in her pearls dance like waterfalls & lightning
How ev’ry thing she touched seemed to glitter like gold.
Your mother, a mountain
She misses you.
Man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word that
proceedeth out of the mouth of God.
Tell me
When was the last time you’ve eaten?
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art editor’s choice

eat salad

taylor mcguirt
poetry editor’s choice

by god she was beautiful
joshua godfrey

It was stunning,
a radiant white, the color of life.
Its stem green like a field of grass
on a summer’s day.
They brought it to me after my mom’s
funeral,
they said it was her favorite.
I didn’t know if that was true or not,
but by God was it beautiful.
I placed her, I only assume it was a her
because the tips of her leaves were
pink,
in a vase near the window.
The next morning when I woke,
a single petal laid on the table.
And every morning after that,
a new petal followed.

Every now and then,
a breeze would rush in,
and take a few at a time.
But still, half bald and browning,
by God was she beautiful.
She holds the wisdom only a lifetime
of
heartache and pain can bring.
I reach out for one last touch,
before she leaves me all alone.
Her gray hair soft as a babies,
passes through my fingers.
Her eyes glistening a farewell.
I tell her, “By God you are beautiful.
Goodbye mama.”
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prose editor’s choice

me too

laura gray hopkins

The first person who called me a slut1 was my dad,
because I wore lipstick. I wasn’t allowed to wear makeup until I was
sixteen, six more years I had no desire to wait. I snuck into my older
sister’s room while she was practicing her saxophone downstairs.
I could feel the musical vibrations through my feet as I padded
into her room. I found the lightest, softest pink lipstick Anna had,
so dad wouldn’t notice. I smoothed it on, trying to replicate the
ease and grace Anna had when she was putting it on. She looked
like Audrey Hepburn when she did her makeup. I was camped out
in Anna’s room, in front of the long mirror propped on the wall.
The hardwood chilled my bones; I’d have to dress warm for the
festival. We were going to an October festival with my homeschool
friends, and I’d been thinking about how cool I’d look with my
lipstick compared to them. After putting it on, I admired myself in
Anna’s mirror, wearing Anna’s hand-me-down sweater, and jeans
that looked just like Anna’s, and her lipstick. My lips had the softest
glitter2 on them. I looked like a fairy³.
Anna’s saxophone playing stopped, and I heard her call
me to the car. Halfway to the festival when dad looked in the rear
view mirror, and said those words that made me both hot and cold,
made my face burn and my throat go dry. You can’t wear lipstick,
makes you look like a slut. I rubbed it off with the sleeve of
Anna’s old sweater, and she held my hand the rest of the ride, but
we said nothing the whole time. My friends ignored the way my lips
were bright red from being scrubbed too many times and how my
sister stood between me and my dad.
I had heard those words before. Late one night, I was
nine, and Anna a freshman in highschool, I heard yelling downstairs,
and I slunk down to see what was happening.

1 Slut - /slət/ - noun, derogatory.
1. a woman who has many casual sexual partners.
2. a woman with low standards of cleanliness.
2 “What’s the best lipstick to make yourself look really slutty for a friday night on the town? Crimson, but
make sure you overrun it beyond the lips a little as this will send out the message, you don’t mind smearing
it as you indulge in late night games.” “Well I would say buy a cheap red or bright pink one but remember it
must be CHEAP!” - Lipstick Reviews
3 “The fairies like to dance on the tops of the rocks in the springs and enjoy watching nature at its most
beautiful.” - How to Find Real Fairies.

I couldn’t see dad, but I could hear his resonating voice, shaking
the wood house so much I thought it would fall apart. We had a
split stair, and if I sat just right, I could peek around the corner
and see everything that was happening in the living room without
them noticing. Not that I needed to bother. Dad was hidden, and
Anna was too upset to notice anything. Her face shone as bright
red as her hair, and tracks of tears streamed down her face. A
fire elemental, flames circling her4. She looked powerful, but also
helpless. They were fighting. Anna wanted a ear piercing. She had
asked dad, and dad said no. She already had her lobes pierced
once. It’s just a tiny hoop on the cartilage. And then that word.
If you get that piercing, you’ll be nothing but a slut.5
I remember Anna turning to run, me dashing back to my room,
praying I wouldn’t get caught, too cowardly to go comfort my own
sister6. I heard the front door slam, and I remember thinking she’d
be gone forever. She had just gone outside to cry where there
wasn’t a ceiling above her.
The most recent time I was called a slut was walking to class.
Someone yelled for me to get on your knees and do what you
do best, slut.7
Freshmen year of high school, in my physics class, I sat next to the
bad kids. Apparently, having a kid who made good grades and
was quiet8 in between the two loudest students was the best way
to control bad behavior. Four weeks, before I’d had enough9. One
kid was grinding on my chair. Another wrote the word whore in
my notebook. I stood up, pulled my army coat10 closer around me,
and marched up to the teacher. I can’t recall what she looked like.
When I imagine her, I see a doughy blob, the vaguest suggestion of
a disinterested face, and a brown wig sliding off her undercooked
head. I asked her to move my seat, because they kept trying to
grind on me. I whispered it, so the other kids wouldn’t hear. Hey,
you two, stop sexually harassing her, she yelled across the
classroom, surely you can do better than her. And I sat down.
They didn’t touch me for a day.11

4 “Just remember that not all fairies are nice, and so when you find real fairies at a spring, be sure to take caution not
to disturb them while they’re playing.” - How to Find Real Fairies
5 Slut - /slət/ - noun, derogatory.
1. a woman who has any piercings outside of the two standard ear piercings
2. a woman with short hair
3. a woman who wears makeup
4. a woman
6 This is still one of my biggest regrets. I’ll never forgive myself for looking after me, and not helping Anna as much
as she protected me.
7 I assume they meant sucking dick. I’m rather amused that they could tell that I am amazing at this artform.
8 Don’t worry, I was only a good kid and quiet because I wanted to survive school just long enough to read. And if I
got a b in a class, dad asked who I was fucking. Not with that word, because bad words are a sin.
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me too

continued

I wore red lipstick one day. Thirteen, a freshman. I put it on in the
school bathroom, so dad wouldn’t see. I walked into my chorus
class, and the teacher said he didn’t want to do anything today. He
sat at his desk, looking at his phone. One of the kids said my face
offended him.13 I shrugged. He knew I was ticklish, and he pinned
me to the ground, tickled me, and managed to get a hand under
my shirt before I could call out for help. The teacher didn’t even
look up, just said get a room. I excused myself to the bathroom,
took my bags, and dumped his bathroom pass in the trash.14 I spent
the rest of the day in the principal’s office, explaining I needed out
of that class, and no I did not provoke him.15 He’s a good kid, slow
but sweet. It was just a misunderstanding.
12

Walmart with my mom; 10 years old. Sweatpants and a
sweatshirt, trainer bra. First time out of the house with any kind of
bra on. I hated it, and kept fidgeting. I hated how pressed into my
ribs, how I could feel it move every time I shifted. I tugged at the
strap while my mom glanced over the shopping list again. Almost
done, we kept saying, but the list seemed to be growing longer
each time we put some useless treasure in the basket. Mom put her
head in her hands, she’d grabbed the wrong brand of toilet paper,
and my dad’s spoiled ass couldn’t deal with cheap paper. I grabbed
the wrong paper, said I’d be back in a second, and marched off
to the toilet section. It didn’t take me long to find his brand. With
paper in hand, I hurried back to where mom should be. On the
way, a guy started following me. I didn’t think he was following me,
because he could have just also been walking to the food section.
But then he called out to me. An older man, he noticed my bra,
and thought he would be a kind gentleman by telling me it was the
wrong size. He’d be happy to measure me, as he could generally
tell what bra a woman should wear by fondling the breasts. I walked
quicker, and when he saw my mom, he left me alone16
I’ve gotten better at dealing with people telling me how to handle
my body.17 When my dad called me to inform me that a picture
I had posted on facebook was inappropriate, and that a friendly
former church friend18 told him that I was exposing too much
cleavage, if I didn’t dress better I’d get myself in trouble don’t you
know you’re gonna get raped don’t you know you’re gonna get it at
least I’ll be here to pick up the pieces when you get yourself raped
and that I should really respect my father more, and understand
how having a slut for a daughter looks, I didn’t yell. I didn’t scream.
I said I’d take the picture off facebook.19 And I did not apologize.

4 “Just remember that not all fairies are nice, and so when you find real fairies at a spring, be sure to take caution not
to disturb them while they’re playing.” - How to Find Real Fairies
5 Slut - /slət/ - noun, derogatory.
1. a woman who has any piercings outside of the two standard ear piercings
2. a woman with short hair
3. a woman who wears makeup
4. a woman
6 This is still one of my biggest regrets. I’ll never forgive myself for looking after me, and not helping Anna as much
as she protected me.
7 I assume they meant sucking dick. I’m rather amused that they could tell that I am amazing at this artform.
8 Don’t worry, I was only a good kid and quiet because I wanted to survive school just long enough to read. And if I
got a b in a class, dad asked who I was fucking. Not with that word, because bad words are a sin.
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taylor mcguirt
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rabbitware
kim le
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the wild hunt
matthew lee

My breath slows under my command. I focus on it. Become it.
Fall into it. Fall. My limbs sink into the cushion of my dorm mattress. As my
mind clears and my breath slows, it feels like my legs are being covered in
a weighted blanket. The weight progresses up my legs, to my hands, then
my chest, until my head is all that is above water. I focus on one question.
One plea to my gods. “O’ great hunter, let me ride with you this night.”
My consciousness slips away from my body, just like I have
practiced for years. I float above my flesh and blood. A distant thunder
rolls across the city, but then it does not stop. It falls into rhythm. Thump
thump thump. Hooves.
I hear a command through my astral form and reach my
spiritual arm up into the air. I am yanked through the walls of my dorm
and up above the clouds. When the movement stops, I realize I am riding
on a skeletal horse, with the powerful Hunter holding the reigns. Behind
us races the army of the dead, traveling the globe to their pit stop into
reincarnation. They stare. They know I do not belong on this ride. But I
hold the place of honor.
I look down on the tops of Winthrop buildings. Then the
Charlotte skyline. Then cities that I have never taken the time to learn.
Then the monuments of my native D.C. Then the ocean, sliding by
endlessly under our gastly horde.
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untitled

jason sandy

ode to the waffle
house hashbrowns
of cherry road
krystal pasciak

My breath slows under my command. I focus
Blessed be your crinkling golden shell,
Your greased radiance.
Please,
Deliver me from my intoxicated state
On to the crisp arms of angels bathed
In the blood of tomatoes.
The fragments of your
Body rejoin mine as
My mouth rejoices in
The decadent steam you exude.
My oasis; a mirage
Hidden in cherry-pit stop lights.
Forgive me for my deep-fried dependence,
For my midnight obsession,
For my salivating desire
For your skinless form,
For my insatiable hunger
For your pan-fried entrails
Pressed to golden-brown perfection.
I want nothing more than to
Bow my head to your insistence
and let you
Take me to my defeat.
My arteries long
To have you,
To love you,
To bathe in your existence.
My hands cup your holy body,
And I weep with joy
As my tongue finally embraces
The sweet release of your savory truth.
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parental guidance
sam walton
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forget the familiar
kelly williams

A statue planted in the heart of your living room,
You command me to close my eyes.
The crisp evergreen mixed
with the shards of crinkled wrapping paper
Cannot disguise the peppermint knot in my throat.
Opening my eyes to a newfound life,
You are kneeling, cradling a
Cranberry red bulb in your hands,
A promise of mornings full of heavily creamed
coffee
And nights of home-cooked potato soup.
Congested laughs lift us up high,
And the taste of pink moscato waltzes across my
tongue in celebration.
Blue eyes and auburn hair and baby shoes
Float into my future and shake my roots.
Will I be the nurturer?
Will the ghost of my father on my shoulder
Whisper failure into existence?
Digging the grave of insecurities and burying my
fears
I will celebrate this season of life,
Because we are twenty-one
And bright-eyed
And full of pine needles
And tinsel
And drunk off of mistletoe.

promises of the 25th
sierra woody
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gaffney, south carolina
lyric knuckles

Buford Street Alley,
where all the beautiful bigots resided.
small place
with even smaller people in charge.
a place connected through
the love of the high school football team,
cause there’s only one high school.
friday nights
and the town is shining
in their alumni colors:
black and gold.
we bleed black and gold,
even when we meet up to fight
and the blood spills on the street.
all surrounding cities hate us,
say we’re too “ratchet”
and we should just fall off the
face of the Earth.
Buford Street Alley,
i’m just begging to return
to your simpleness.

annual awakening
edie estes
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hands

lucy gardner
I met a girl on vacation whose name was the same as
mine. Not many people have that name anymore. Just women
who are retired and grumpy and smell like Marlboro Reds. This girl
was twelve and blonde and bold as hell. A bunch of us were in the
campground’s pool, and when the lifeguard whistled at her to stop
skipping around the edge, she held both arms out in front of her
and flipped him off with the one middle finger she had. The other
hand was missing. Like it’d been hacked off with a saw right above
the wrist. She still held it up though. I think the lifeguard shit his
pants when he saw it. He’d been flipped off by an invisible hand.
I laughed so hard my body got tight. She saw me
laughing and decided to attach herself to me for the remainder
of the trip. She was devastatingly open about her life. She told
me about how she’d been to Juvie last year for shoplifting. She’d
wrecked her mother’s car. She justified this with her age though.
She told me about all the high-school parties she’d been to, the
boys she’d kissed, and the plans she had for the rest of the summer.
I only listened and interjected an occasional “yeah” with wide eyes
to show my interest in her enthralling life-story.
I left that trip very content with my luck in finding one
of the most interesting people I’d ever met. She only flippantly
mentioned her missing hand during one of our days together, and
I didn’t bring it up any after that. I suppose she’s had to explain its
absence a few too many times.

transitory: state 1
olivia adams

She caught me staring at it one day and laughed. “I bet
you’re wondering where this guy is?” she asked. She held her arm
up and the skin moved. Like some little creatures were swimming
around in her bloodstream. I must have greened because she
laughed even harder.
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hands; lucy gardner continued
“Those are my muscles. Just because my phalanges are gone
doesn’t mean I don’t have the muscles that went along with
them.”
The word “phalanges” made me flinch.
“Went?” I asked.
“Yeah, I used to have a hand” she said matter-of-factly. She
looked at me like she was waiting for a new reaction. Unsure of
what to say, I just stared. “My brother was cutting the grass with
our dad’s tractor one day, and I fell asleep in the field. I sleep
spread-eagle like this,” she said, stretching. I think of a broken
starfish and how its limbs regenerate. “I got lucky he only cut my
hand off.”
“Your brother cut your hand off,” I said, repeating the
words. Lonely of my lucidity, the flatness in my voice surprised
me.
“Yeah, it didn’t hurt as much as you think. I didn’t even
know it was gone for the longest.” After that, we walked to the
campground gas station and got ice cream.
A few weeks after summer ended, I thought of her
again. We were both in school now, she with her one hand, and
I with my two. I was throwing basketballs and playing piano.
Typing papers for English and blowing shit up in Science. I braid
my sister’s hair every night and help my mother cook. Even two
hands aren’t enough for cooking. I swing bats in P.E. and beat
all the boys in RBI stats. I tried to do it using one hand the other
day, and it dropped from my hand during the swing. Everyone
laughed. The pitch stung my ribcage.
Eventually hands became my obsession. I examined
my own so much in class, Mr. Gibbs asked me if I’d been smokin’
the plant. I looked at his grody hands as he flung them around
during his presentation on World War II. His hands wouldn’t have
been stable enough to steer a U-boat. I grabbed my mother’s
one night and moved around all the rings that fill in the gaps
between her skinny fingers. I matched her aging veins with my
subtle ones.

My dad let me hold his for a while as we watched TV. I looked
as his palm and concluded that his gypsy reading is the same
as mine-- our indentions almost identical. His hands aren’t as
blue and veiny as my mother’s, his flesh tanned and weatherhardened. His fingernails are complete shit. Four are blackened
from construction work, and the others are chipped or gone
altogether. My grandmother’s have arthritis. When I touched
them, she winced. “Don’t you stress my damn hands too much.
The impact might kill me,” she said. From now on, I’ll treat them
as carefully as the red button on an explosive.
My sister’s hands are dainty and pale and used to touching all
over her boyfriend. He probably wouldn’t like her too much if
she didn’t have hands. And my brother’s right hand is in a cast
for two more weeks because some chubby kid fell on it playing
Twister. He cried for five straight days and said it was going to
ruin his Pro baseball career.
I look at mine again, wondering if the girl with my name ever
looks at her own like this-- but wishing she had what I have.
Wishing she could do all of the things I do where two hands are
needed. Or maybe just laughing at my need for both.
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pink and orange
renee holliday

three teapots
carsyn osiecki
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endya moten
I’ve created canyons in my fingers
Trying to make companions in the sinking sands of drinkers and
swingers
My hands are earthquakes when they land
On the moons, the stars, the dreams of my mind they say are way
too far
Rolling my eyes for them to raise their bars
Like they raise their drinks toasting the inevitable downfall,
America’s on the brink
President washing his responsibilities smirking down the
porcelain sink
I think...
Just think
The government and private sectors work like lion’s den
They don’t care about your skin
Black, white, whatever, the money is what makes you kin
And create sin
And we follow the dreams that they pose
Without thinking how we can plant and nurture our own unique
rose, same prose, Same shows, new technology of erosion
Minds timelessly falling from the sky dripping red, blue, and
white potions
Are we so patriotic that humanitarianism flies likes a fifth gen jet
fighter, right before our very eyes?
America has finally kamikazed itself by obvious leading liars
following trails of fire with stealth
But the 5% is here to restore the soul and take you higher
Slit the calloused skin over your third eye, the purifier
And watch, as the world turns all that transpires
The world is no longer disguised in cherry pie mire
I don’t see politics anymore on the biased news hub
I see the Little Rascals of The He-Man Woman Haters Club
I see old rich white men with merk on their gloves
Something always up their sleeves, got a smirk on their mugs
I see terrorists flooding the pubs

And they’re all members of the minority-employed country clubs
complete with watercress subs
The same ones calling blue for you for selling by the dub
The green love is clearly legal only for skin colors OPPRESSING,
COALESCING AND ABOVE
Mercenaries
At the mercy of money
At the mercy of honey
White culture aesthetics and Playboy bunnies
At the mercy of wages
At the mercy of rages
They’ll be bowing when Zion flips page on front stages
They don’t care about trees or the funding they’re cutting
Unless concerning taxes or war then they don’t give a hoot bout
who ain’t grubbing
Long as it ain’t them or their furry four-legged bud
Got cities without clean water, America’s flooding in blood
This country, this world is too messed up to delve into it all
But aren’t you tired of being boxed within capitalist empire walls?
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isaac oplanic
It is Dawn, it is Dawn. —You dream of no more promises.
On magnificent mornings headed by the sun you walked, raised, in
Blue oblique roads. The Trees blossom with white fog, that cadence
which leads the gentleness of your heart in laughter.—You stare
out through strange patterns spread silently in the auroral sky
crimson. The Towns no longer know your name. Shirts and books
and heavens are stained by auriferous lightning from star to star and
window to window. —On the left you hear the dramas sung by the
stronger Spring river. You who have forgotten everything, the sluiced
melancholy of winter. Bears no sullen judgment or anguished idol,
and passes through at the force of a caravan, with neither song nor
banner.
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jacob’s ladder

maggie claytor
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I loathe you little white house.
Tucked into the woods
Away from prying eyes,
In the middle of fucking nowhere.
You’re the container of my worst memories.
Like when I first considered
Tearing open my wrists with a purple butcher knife
Or hanging myself from my black iron bed post.
You smell of dog shit, still stuck to my shoes.
Mold, which resides deep in my lungs.
So much anger permeated your interior.
I can see it in the doors drooping off hinges
And the fist sized holes in drywall.
The water doesn’t run,
It never fucking did.
I brushed my teeth with Dasani
Washed my hands with Great Value.
You’re the place where my innocence was taken
At barely ten years old.
You’re where my mom and sister
Left me for needles in the arm
And crushed oxy up the nose.
You’re where I learned to hate myself.

160 wyatt drive
brooke mims
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stacked vase

robert simoneau
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city bench

daniel walter
Breathe in the night air
As if it were filled with
The nicotine you need to
Keep your hands from shaking.
A band of crickets plays
Jazz on the street corner for
Change, though they know
You have no change to give.
You sync your eyes with
The blinking streetlamps,
Off/on, off/on, as to become
One with the city night.
Relish in the silence of the
empty sky, with no stars to
wish upon, you throw a handful
of dandelion seeds to the moon.
Contemplate the strangers on
The sidewalk, read their stories
Printed on the sway of their hips,
The beat of their step, the tune of their smile.
Give meaning to the rolling trash
Being swept into the storm drain,
Recycle it into a metaphor for
Whatever demon you see fit.
Once you’ve had your fill of
Time and remembrance, take
Leave of this place, leave an
Imprint on this city bench,
Take a piece of the night
In your bag, next to the
Car keys and pepper spray.

war zone

tabitha young
Hands gripped the counter, eyes
struck with the image of water.
Water was safe, water was continuous
zeros.
Sleeves ran down forearms, and
covered bruised thighs and calves.
They wrung my body out like a towel,
every last drop had to leave.
Lips trembled, from what left me
unsure.
A lack of protein, or the fear of the
mirror in front of me?
Hands gripped a water bottle, eyes
kept to the floor.
There was work that had to be done,
150 calories - burn 300… 250 calories
- burn 400.
Faces occupied the room, eyebrows
lined with sweat.
Music blared and metal clanking
echoed through the small space.
It was a room of hyenas, their laughs
masked by heavy breathing.
They watched my bones crack, my
arms bruise, my heart quicken.
Their eyes reflected the way I felt
about myself.
Footsteps kept me going, warm air
brutal enough to freeze.
Daggers were in my kneecaps, but I
continued to run.
Hands gripped the plastic side, eyes
closing.
The butchered sounds of my
breathing covered up by the beats in
my ears.

Feet stumbled over nothing, only
down by 300, still not enough.
My brain didn’t want to stop, but my
body did.
Rinse and repeat. Rinse and repeat.
The same shaky legs carried me to the
battlefield.
It was a war zone with a fork and
knife.
Small plates, or no plate at all.
Faces of concern, faces of anger,
forks in front of my mouth like
muskets aimed to fire.
5, 6, 7 grapes… 80, 82, 84 calories to
burn.
The tub of the shower filled up with
the passing time,
warm water cutting into my sore
ankles.
Water hit my bruised skin, like air
attacking a fallen apple.
The lack of protein consumed hurt my
body, but put my mind at ease.
My worn out sweater blocked my
stomach from the sight
reflected in the two most painful
shards of glass in my room.
They cut deeper than anything, when
my eyes finally fell on them.
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childhood reflections
katie karban
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anthology conbributers
Olivia Adams, a native of Greenville, South Carolina, is a General Studio fine arts
major in painting and printmaking. Currently her work explores the relationship
between geological histories and generational histories. After graduating this
coming May, she will travel to Mongolia to be a secondary English teacher as a
Peace Corps volunteer.
Anthony “Moses” Boyd Every word has a purpose. Fitting description of the
Charlotte artist known as Moses Bess. Dour, is the word that most comes to
mind when highlighting his artistic style. Unwilling to connect pen to paper, if
not for reason. It has the euphoric ability of a deathbed with a fervent and dutiful
purpose. Every important artist has the ability to connect the past, present, and
future-Moses carries that burden with a chip on his shoulder, but don’t confuse
for pretentious. Through his message, you hear the grassroots soul of hip-hop,
unshakable will of the civil rights movement, and the inspiration of the Harlem
renaissance.
Zac Brackett is a senior English major who enjoys writing fiction and non-fiction
with serious subject matter. He plans to continue writing after graduating and
hopes to have a novel published.
Vicki Branagan is a junior jewelry/metals major graduating in December of 2018.
Vicki’s work currently focuses on design and the traditional technical processes
of metalsmithing, such as soldering, raising, casting, and forming. Her work is
known for having a high polished finish and seamless craft. She mostly works
with copper because of the convenience and price, but she prefers to work with
sterling silver whenever possible. She is inspired most by her peers and the
creativity they surround her with every day.
Carson Carroll is a sophomore Commercial Photography major from Charleston,
South Carolina. She does mostly portraiture work but also enjoys creating layered
conceptual images. When she is not out shooting and/or editing photographs,
she is most likely eating avocado toast, dreaming about the salt air, or taking her
dog to the dog park.
Samuel Carter Born in Tennessee. Likes coffee.
Maggie Claytor is from Columbia, South Carolina and is a current sophomore in

the Fine Arts Department at Winthrop concentrating in painting and
photography. She has always found lines and the shapes they create most
interesting to observe in the real world. The contrasting lines seen in organic
and mechanic structures first seem to loudly contrast, however through deeper
observation they come to form similar patterns. She enjoys layering images of
structural architecture and fluid nature to emphasize these similarities in pattern
and contrast of style.
Rebekah Daniel is in her senior year as an English Major, and is a first time mom
to her daughter, Evelyn. She also wants to go to graduate school one day, and
learn how to make chocolate soufflé.
Edie Estes is a junior Art Education major at Winthrop University and a Rock Hill
native. She uses self-portraiture and symbolic imagery in her work to explore
identity, relationships, and the experiences that have shaped her. When she is not
creating artwork, or stressing out about schoolwork, she enjoys petting corgis
and wearing cool socks.
Lucy Gardner is a Middle Level Education major from Chester, South Carolina.
Joshua Godfrey is a 20-year-old math major at Winthrop University. In his spare
time he enjoys writing poetry, which he hopes can appeal to the core of human
emotion. In the future, Joshua wishes to continue to write poetry and in the
process hone his craft even further.
Eva Gordon is a senior applying for her BA in Art with a minor in Art History and
Community Based Learning. She is currently working in ceramics and is largely
influenced by the meditative process of making and creating.
Julie K. Hansard is an artist born in Riverside, CA and based out of Columbia,
SC. Her work focuses primarily on raising awareness of the earth’s endangered
species, protecting natural landscapes, and the importance of mental health.
Although currently studying ceramics and oil painting, Julie loves to explore the
way mediums interact with each other, her favorite being watercolor. She is most
inspired by the beauty of nature and the relationship humans have with it. Keep
up with her work on Instagram @juliekhansard and shop her store at etsy.com/
shop/juliekartanddesign.
Jami Hodgins is pretty optimistic for a pessimist. She spends her days wandering
aimlessly, daydreaming, and writing things. The Anthology will always have a
special place in her heart--it was once her baby.
Renee Holliday
Laura-Gray Hopkins is a junior English major. Like most of us, she is just trying
to survive and look good while doing it. She loves to read and write, while
pretending she can sew. While she isn’t doing any of that, she procrastinates
by playing way too much D&D, spending much of her waking time working on
campaigns, debating with her friends about high fantasy hypothetical questions,
and fangirling over new campaign guides.
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Katie Karban is a sophomore Painting major from Spartanburg, SC. She is
frequently influenced and inspired by the figure and nature portrayed with high
detail.
Lyric Knuckles is a junior here at Winthrop University. She is an English major
with a concentration in literature and language, and a minor in African American
studies. She is also the creator of a local community support group called Let’s
Get It. Visit her website for more poetry, and information: www.lyricknuckles.
blogspot.com.
Kim Le loves bunnies and making art about growing up. Her favorite medium is
fabrics and stuffed animals.
Matt Lee is a senior Mass Comm major who writes in his free time and when he
has writing assignments due. He is a member of a close-knit writer’s group made
up of some of his dearest friends, and will one day work for National Geographic.
Owen Medgyesy
Taylor McGuirt is from good ole Rock Hill, South Carolina. She is a painter,
printmaker, and videographer here at Winthrop University. In her spare time
outside of school and work, Taylor loves cuddling with her kitty Beans. In fact, she
would like to dedicate her portion of the Anthology to him. Here’s to you, Beanie
Boy.
Brooke Mims is a junior English major with a minor in Women’s and Gender
Studies. In her free time, she likes to listen to music, write, and sing. After
graduating from Winthrop, she plans to become a book editor.
Keelie Mlay is a sophomore English major with a minor in Secondary Education.
This is her third published poem, and she is currently working on a fantasy novel.
Keelie loves writing, reading, the arts, and procrastinating her schoolwork by
writing and hanging out with friends. One day she hopes to rule the world of
literature and have the biggest fandom in all the land. She’s already casted the
movie for her book.
Endya Moten is a senior sociology major from Sumter, South Carolina. She
typically composes politically driven works either to create more awareness
about the subject or to get the reader to think more critically and objectively.
In light of the recent acts of the political arena, Endya expresses her views and
interpretations in this spoken word-formatted poem, and though giving no
solutions, leaves the reader to come up with their own individual fixes to the
nation’s current griefs.
Isaac Oplanic
Carsyn Osiecki
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Krystal Pasciak is an English major and Secondary Education minor from
Chapin, South Carolina. She has a variety of hobbies, including reading, writing,
playing video games, painting, cooking, watching TV shows, and going to the
movies. She enjoys writing poetry because she feels as though it most accurately
expresses true feelings and emotions, and hopes to one day publish a collection
of personal poems.
Jason Sandy
Robert Simoneau
Jason Smith is a second semester sophomore with a major in English and a
minor in Environmental science. Jason plans to become an environmental lawyer,
and is currently pursuing his masters in English. He was born and raised in the
city of Columbia, S.C, and enjoys writing as it is one of his many passion.
Charles Alexander Waddell is originally from Rock Hill, South Carolina, but
is currently living in Savannah, Georgia. He is a Senior Fine arts major with a
concentration in Ceramics. Sculpture has become a new passion of his since
attending Winthrop University, thanks to Professor Shaun Cassidy. The major
theme of his work is togetherness, and, bringing together the pots he makes
as if they are Legos, he creates objects that answer questions about media,
architecture, technology, the human figure, and emotions of the heart by
manipulating the form, sculpting beautiful lines, and balancing weight and variety
throughout the composition.
Daniel Walter has a passion for writing that started almost 13 years ago in the
third grade. Though writing has probably driven him mad over the years, he plans
on one day publishing his own book of poetry.
Sam Walton is a photography major stuck in an extended mid-life crisis, terrified
of graduating before he figures out what it means to be a functioning member of
society. His work draws upon the sense of wonder and overzealous curiosity that
has shaped his life, regularly getting him into the best kinds of trouble.
Ariana Williams
Kelly Williams
Sierra Woody is a senior English major at Winthrop with a concentration in
Literature and Language and a minor in Psychology. She has a passion for writing
and hopes to continue growing in her works.
Tabitha Young is an art history major with an anthropology minor. She started
off in creative writing before switching her major, but still enjoys writing.
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anthology 18 staff

justice james

poetry editor

Justice is a senior Literature and Language focused
English major with a minor in Sociology. Her goal
after graduation is to continue Literature studies
focusing on Black and other POC writers. Her
hobbies mainly include watching American Horror
Story and other thought-provoking dramas. It is
one of James’s ultimate goals in life to do/achieve
something extraordinary.

my streets by justice
My streets are dressed in the pitter patter of foreign feet
Merengue, Kompa
The Sounds of Jamaica vibrate the earth
Beach channel, Queens
24th street, just blocks away from where you catch the A
The A can take you anywhere
My streets wear old jump ropes and Chuck
Taylors tailored for the lay-ups
For the free throws and the crossovers
My streets wear trash
Piles and piles of it from 20th to 22nd stacked by a rusty fence
guarding the Keyfood and its moldy mushrooms, rancid onions, and
the best.
fucking.
Haitian.
mangoes.
on the east side
My streets smell like musky-green
Like that good shit
Like wrapping swisher-sweets and Biggie albums
Everybody screaming “Where Brooklyn at?”
My streets are adorned with love
Every mother trusts them with her babies
My streets take care of them
Sometimes just take them
But my streets have always taken care of my granny
As she walks to church with my papa in her pocket
And Haiti running over her like a waterfall
Sloshing in her shoes
And my streets soak it up

craig stewart

art+design editor
Craig Stewart is a senior fine arts major from
Liberty, SC working in both 2D and 3D. After
graduating from Winthrop he plans to continue
making as much work as he can and to eventually
pursue a master’s degree.

felicia chisholm

prose editor

Felicia is a graduate student pursuing her Masters in Secondary
Education and is set to graduate May 2019; her Bachelor’s degree
is in English/Literature and Language. She has recently been
published in an anthology titled “South Carolina’s Best Emerging
Poets,” which is available for purchase on Amazon. The name of
the poem is “Slow Death” and is featured here. What she considers
the pinnacle of her human experience is studying abroad in Italy,
and she is determined to find ways in which she can travel there
throughout her life.

Untrustworthy, I am not.
Just deeply perplexed,
consumed by
love qualms in this labyrinth of longing.
My Past is back.
Should I trust him this time? 				
Please don’t expose me God.					
		
I’m in a seeking season.
My gaping mouth like a ragged sinkhole and
concrete chunks in my throat—a restrained urge to wail.
Searching for honest answers from the Past
that my heart makes relevant to the present
and my soul braids into hopes of 		
our future?
Gazing out of the same stained and smeared window,
stained like my heart, smeared like the sight of you.
You are back,
professing the inevitability of us.
Your utterances impeccable.
Your actions defunct.
Me needing constant reminders of your
spiritual repulsiveness
because your exterior is everything I crave.
Our history the epitome of exhilaration.
Longing for supernatural purge,
a murdering of the memories,
an asphyxiation to the lungs of this emotional roller coaster.
You are the Cancer and the cancer of us, thus making us cancerous;
yet, cancer us appears ideal.
This us-concept —a damned realization— unavoidable
over a decade’s breadth.
My veins still spell your name
and my heartbeat sings the staccato of your chuckle.
No one compares.
But
this dry heave

slow death by felicia
This room, bright and
solitude-perfect.
My place for tears in an
evolution of sorts,
originating in naiveté
intermissions victorious
culminating in divinations.				
But now a dark cave of guilt—keeping secrets
from my knight in dull armor.

when near you
means something.
Struggling with the addiction
of carrying you within me. Undying hopes.
I force resuscitation of what used to be our spiritual dance
but now just suppressed passions and tingly promises
as clarity seems unattainable
in our perfect confusion.
I became a transcending one and you stayed mediocre.
It hurts.
this dry heave
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ephesians six by raven
The children congregated on the porch
of the modest, blue home as they
always did on Sunday evenings. Their
growling stomachs created a choir
orchestrated by the smells wafting
from the kitchen. Collard greens, okra,
yams, red rice, chicken. Magical women
convened over pots and conjured up a
feast. Older folks sat in the living room
drinking and dancing, having wiped off
their makeup and masks they’d put on
earlier for Jesus.
From the speakers, Sam Cooke
crooned so loudly that the boys,

who deemed themselves men, were
standing on the corner of the street –
alert but nodding their hooded heads
to the smooth melody.
“keep those records playin’ cause I’m
having such a good time dancin’ with
my baaaby…”
The sun was fading away and dragging
along the heat. Gathered outside,
ordered not to leave the porch, the
children grew restless, especially the
oldest among them who had earned
the moniker, Slick. Leaning against the
railing, he reverently watched the boys.

huddled on the street.
Slick sat next to his youngest cousin
perched on the steps and whispered,
“Jay, I’ll give you five dollars right now
if you go an’ bring a bottle of beer
out the fridge.”
His sister answered instead, “No Jay,
if he wants one so bad he’ll get it
himself. Besides,” Nina said, directing
her attention to Slick, “you don’t even
have five dollars.”
Someone sauntered from the corner,
hands deep in his pockets. His
steps were exaggerated and he was
unintentionally walking to the beat
of the stereo. Slick knew who it was,
could detect him from miles away.
He cleared his throat, manipulating
the bass in his voice and shouted the
name, Omar.
Nina snapped her neck toward him,
“Don’t call him over here.”
“Shut up, Nina, and mind your
business,” Slick said.
Gaining notoriety as the best trafficker
in the state, his reputation proceeded
him. Guns, money, drugs, women.
Whatever paid was packaged. Often
he would be seen offering large bills
to the youngest children, a persuasive
measure. Young men adored him,
swiftly shifting their demeanor when
he passed them by and the sagest
cursed him, called on God from
bruised knees that their kin would not
fall prey.
. Omar reached the porched. He
slapped palms with Slick but stared
at Nina, a wink and grinned. The
streetlight caught a flash of fine gold
against his amber-hued skin, glossy
with sweat. Slick stood to meet him
at eye level and to block his view of
the girl. Nina, feeling uneasy with
the interest he showed, thought of
walking away but knew better than to
leave Slick outside to make his own
decisions.
“When you gonna come hang wit’ us
Slick?” Omar asked.
“He can’t…” Nina began and Slick
raised his voice to compete with hers,
“I can’t leave tonight.”

Omar squinted. “You’ll find a way.
Sooner or later.”
A voice cut through the air, southern
drawled and thick. Every head
swiveled towards the entrance.
Slick’s father stood at the door,
leaning against the frame, giving
the impression that he was trying to
cram as much of himself as he could
outside. His words slurred as he called
out. “Junior, come inside.” A belch
emerged from the pit of his belly and
the kids rang out with sound ranging
from amusement to disgust, the man
smirked, “The rest of ya’ll too, come
on an’ eat.”
A stampede of kids rushed past the
burly man, sticking out candy stained
tongues as they passed. As Slick
tried to squirm in behind Nina, his
father reached out and gripped him
by his t-shirt, creating a cluster of
fist, crimson cloth and glittering gold
chain. He stood firm, an immovable
force, as if he was sober all along.
Slick would have thought so if he
hadn’t caught the aroma of whiskey
on his breath and he knew from
experience how heavy it could make
his hand. He pulled him in close but
didn’t bother to lower his voice.
“The first step you make down that
street is the last one you’ll ever take.
Understood?”
“Yes, sir.”
The fist unclenched and smoothed
out the fabric it once seized. “Good.”
His father looked over his head and
met dark eyes. “Walk away from my
house, Omar.” The command was
laced with a threat. Not bothering
to look back, Slick watched from the
doorway as he strolled back into the
living room and wrapped an arm
around his wife. Relaxing into her
husband’s frame, a smile crept across
her face, the prelude to a giggle
and the scene made Slick smile too.
He stepped over the threshold, but
not before casting a glance over his
shoulders and catching Omar’s eye.
Sooner or later.

seek by rachel
You’re crouched beneath the cover of a blue hydrangea bush,
the salty-sour smell of bagged soil when you breathe. You hug
your knees tight against your chest as they call 18-19-20 from
the backyard. In the shade, the hair on your legs is less noticeable
and you like that. The branches of the bush make room for you,
bending and wrapping their arms around your small frame. You
hold your breath so they don’t shake, don’t give you away. Ready
or not. Floppy feet of neighborhood kids bound across the porch,
and you can hear the planks beneath them bend and creak. They
taunt and laugh and boo! and stalk around like they’re omniscient.
You think they might be. Through a window in the leaves, you see
the tall one, Kyle, the one who said your belly should be smaller.
He rounds the corner by the fence and then he’s out of sight, but
someone is closer now. You look down and there are two black
tennis shoes, the ones with the mismatched laces and the puffy
tongue, the ones real skateboarders wear. Haven’t you heard of
Tony Hawk? Squeeze yourself tighter. Make yourself smaller. Don’t
let them win. Come out come out wherever you aaaaare. Keith
spits into the bush and it lands on the shoulder of your new shirt—
the green one with the fuzzy puppy. You know you’ve lost but you
can’t find it in you to stand up, the coolness of the hydrangea, too
safe.
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